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The present paper contains some s-generalizations of the author’s pre- 
vious results. However, this E is strongly positive, since deep consequences 
of these generalizations. 
Namely, for a given right invertible operator DE L(X) and its right 
inverse R we have introduced two families of shifts: 
R-sh$s (defined on polynomials, i.e., elements of ker D”, n E N) and 
D-shifts (defined on polynomials, i.e., elements of ker(D - U), where 1 
are scalars, provided that R is a Volterra operator, i.e., I- IR is invertible 
for all 2). 
Main results about the introduced shifts (under appropriate assump- 
tions) are: 
(i) If X is a complete linear metric locally convex space then D is an 
infinitesimal generator for R-shifts (D-shifts, resp.) and there is a mapping 
K (with ker K = (0)) such that 
d 
s 
f 
KD=-K, 
dt 
KR= K, and so on. 
0 
(ii) If X is a Banach space and R is quasinilpotent hen both families 
of shifts do coincide. 
(See, for instance, [SP], [AA].) 
Disadvantages of these results are obvious: 
1” the restrictive assumption that R is a Volterra operator in the case 
of D-shifts; 
2” the fact that coincidence of D-shifts and R-shifts was proved in 
Banach spaces only. 
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On the other hand there is an example of that coincidence in a locally 
convex space (cf. the author [2, Example 3.51, also Example 2.1 of the 
present paper). 
Our generalizations permit us 
to consider D-shifts for an arbitrary right inverse R; 
to prove the coincidence of D-shifts and R-shifts in a complete linear 
metric space. 
Due to these facts we obtain as a natural model for shifts satisfying both 
points, (i) and (ii), the space of continuous functions defined on whole real 
line (with the topology induced by the almost uniform convergence on 
closed intervals) with the operator D = d/dr and the usual shift operator 
(S,x)(t) = x(t + h). 
This is a reason why such shifts will be called True Shifts. We shall see 
that using true shifts one can obtain some new results, for instance, about 
stability of solutions to linear equations with right invertible operators. 
1. ALMOST QUASINILPOTENT OPERATORS 
Let X be a linear space over a field 9 of scalars. Recall that L(X) is the 
set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X and 
L,(X) = {A E L(X): dom A =X}. 
An operator A E L,(X) is a Volterra operator if I- IA is invertible for all 
2 E 9, i.e., if the equation 
(I-AA)x=y, yEx(AEF) 
has a unique solution in X for all y E X. The set of all Volterra operators 
acting in X is denoted by V(X). 
We denote by 9[r] the set of all polynomials in the variable t with coef- 
ficients belonging to 9. For our convenience, we shall admit the notations 
v,A = (0 # I E 9: I- ,iA is invertible} for A E L,(X); 
.9;[t]= {Q(t)~F[~]:Q(J)=Oimplies1~u,(A)}; (1.1) 
2FA[t]= {P(t)=t”Q(t):Q(t)~~‘VA[t],M~~(O= {O}uN}. 
By definition, PA[t] = {Z’(t) = t”Q(t): M E N,; Q(n) = 0 implies 
i~o,(A)). 
Immediate consequences of these definitions are: 
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If 3,~v,A then l/1 is a regular value of A, hence ker(Z-AA)= (0). 
AE V(X) if and only if uflA=8\{0}. 
AE V(X) if and only if .9>[t] =F[t]. 
Let X be a Banach space. Recall that a bounded operator A E L,(X) is 
quasinilpofent if lim, _ o. m = 0. Th e set of all quasinilpotent operators 
acting in X will be denoted by QN(X). It is well known that 
QN(X) = V(X) if 9 = @ and QN(X) # V(X) if F = [w (cf., for instance, the 
author [2]). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a complete linear metric space (over 5). Let 
E be a subspace (a linear subset) of X. A continuous operator A E L(X) is 
said to be o-almost quasinilpotent on E if there is a nonempty set o c u9 A 
such that 
lim L”A”x = 0 for every 1 E w, x E E. 
n-cc 
The set of all operators w-almost quasinilpotent on E will be denoted by 
AQN(E, 0). If w = ugr A then A is said to be almost quusinilpotent on E. 
The set of all operators almost quasinilpotent on E will be denoted by 
AQNW 
LEMMA 1.1. Write 
s,,,(t) =1;: (k Z”) tk for mENO,nEN (tE[W). (1.2) 
Then 
soJt)=(l-t))‘(1-P) (t#l;nEN) (1.3) 
s,,,(t)= -(l -t)- (“+“[l-k;+l(;)(l-t)*r”-*] 
t n+k-m for n>mEN. (1.4) 
Proof: Formula (1.3) is an immediate consequence of the well-known 
equality 
1 - t” = (1 - t) c tk (tER;nEN). 
k=O 
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In order to prove (1.4), we get by (1.2) and by an easy induction that 
s$( t) = v! ‘~$~“(‘t”)l’ forall VEN. 
Let x,(t) = 1 - 2” for n E N and let y(t) = ( 1 - t) -I. Then, again by 
induction, we obtain 
y’k’(t)=k! (1 -t)-(k+‘Lk!yk+‘(q for kEN; 
x’“‘(t) = 
i 
(n!/(n - v)!)t”-” for vfn 
” 0 for v>n (n, v E N). 
Let n > m 2 1 be arbitarily fixed. Then, by the Leibniz formula, for t # 1 
d” 1-t” d” 
--=- [x,(t) Y(t)1 dt” 1 - t dt” 
m m 
=w k=O k x?‘(t) y’m-k’(t) 
n! =- 
(n-k)! r”-k(m-k)!y m-k+l(t) 
m m! n! (m-k)! 
= -k?ok! (m-k)! (n-k)!’ 
n-k(l _ t)-(m-k+l) 
=-m!(l-t)-(m+l) (1-t)“t”-k 
= -m! (1 -t)-Cmcl) 
’ $0 : [ 0 
ty-t)” 
k=m+l I 
z-m! (f-t)-(m+l) (l-t+t)“- 
k=m+l 1 
= -m! (1 -t)- 
This implies that for n > m 2 1 
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which proves formula (1.4). 1 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E be a subspace of a complete linear metric space X 
(over 9). Zf A E L(X), E c dom A, and Qr # UI c v9 A, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is o-almost quasinilpotent on E. 
(ii) For every ,I E CO, x E E the series C,“= o 1”A”x is convergent and 
(I-AA)-‘x= - f A”A”x for J.Ew, XE E. (1.5) 
II=0 
(iii) For every mEN, ,IEo, xeE the series ~,“=,(““,“;‘)~“A”x is 
convergent and 
for mEN(,l.Ew,xEE. (1.6) 
Proof: (i) + (ii) Suppose that A E AQN(E, w). Since A is continuous, 
by (1.3), for LEO, XEE we have 
x=x- lim A”A”x= lim (x-,l”A”x) 
n-m “-02 
n-1 n-1 
= lim (Z-M) 1 LkAkx= (Z-AA) lim c IkAkx, 
“‘CC k=O “-wk=O 
which proves (1.5). 
that (ii+ W S’ mce the series C,“=, 1”A”x is convergent, we conclude 
n-+co A”A”x= 0. The arbitrariness of 2 E w, XE E implies that 
A E AQN( E; w ). 
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(i) + (iii) Since A EAQN(E; w), formula (1.4) implies that for all 
m22, n>m, 160, XEE 
(I- ;~cz)~ ;In-kAn-k~ 1 
n+k+l--m 
X 
tends to -(I- LA)-“’ x, as n + co. We therefore conclude that the series 
in question is convergent and that equality (1.6) is satisfied. The case m = 1 
is already proved by (ii). 
(iii) + (i) Since the series 
n+m-1 
m-l 
i”A”x 
is convergent for all m E f+J, 1~ o, XE E, putting m = 1 we get 
1% .+ oo I”A”x=O for AEW, xeE. This means that aeAQN(E;w). 1 
COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose that X is a Banach space (over @ or R). Then 
V(X) n AQN(X) = QN(X) c AQN(X). (1.7) 
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of our definitions and 
Theorem l.l(ii). Indeed, here we have E= dom A = X and u9 A = 
~\P>. I 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a linear space (over SC) and let A E L,(X). 
A subspace E c X is said to be (A, o)-perfect if AE c E and (I- AA)-’ E c E 
whenever L E o c uF A (cf. the author [a]). A subspace E is said to be 
d-perfect if E is (A, uF A )-perfect for all A E d c L.,(X). 
Clearly, an intersection and an algebraic sum of a finite number of 
(A, o)-perfect (respectively: &-perfect) subspaces are again (A, o)-perfect 
(respectively d-perfect). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let X be a Banach space (P= C or 9 = R). Let 
A E L,(X) be bounded. Write w = (1~9: /A[ < 1/[1AIl}. Then the series 
C,“=, 1”A”x is convergent for all Iz E w. Let E be a subspace of X such that 
AE c E. Then 
(I-AA)-lx= f I”A”xEE for I~w,xeE, 
II=0 
i.e., @ # w c uF A and the space E is (A, o)-perfect. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are 
satisfied. If A E L(X) is o-almost quasinilpotent on a subspace E such that 
AE c E c dom A then E is (A, o)-perfect. 
Proof: If A EAQN(E, CO) and AEc E then by Theorem l.l(ii) we get 
(I-AA)-lx= 5 ,I”A”xEE forall il~oco,A,x~E, 
?l=O 
i.e., (I-IA)-‘ EcE for all LEO. 1 
Let X be a linear space over 9. Denote by R(X) the set of all right 
invertible operators belonging to L(X), by %?D the set of all right inverses 
of a DE R(X), and by 9, the set of all initial operators for D, i.e., 
92, = {R E L,(X): DR = Z}, 
~~={FEL,(X):F~=F,FX=~~~D,~~~~,,,~FR=O}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that X is a linear space (over 9) and 
D E R(X). Then the following subspaces are 5i?D-perfect: 
(i) the space of smooth elements 
D,= n domDk (dom Do = X) 
kcNO 
and it is the largest BD-perfect subspace; 
(ii) the space of singular elements 
Q(D)= u {xeD,: R”D”x=xforallnEN} 
RE.QD 
=FgD {XEDcc :FD”x=Oforalln~N,}, 
where by F we denote this initial operator for D for which FR = 0; 
(iii) the space of all solutions to homogeneous linear equations in D 
with scalar coefficients 
fGw= u u ker P(D). 
RE& P(r)~cF,zJr] 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.2 if we apply 
Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.14, and formula (2.25) of the author’s paper 
PI* 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a complete linear metric space (ooer %) and 
let D E R(X). Write 
dD = AQN(X) n a,. (1.8) 
Then the following subspaces are do-perfect: 
(i) the space of D-analytic elements A’(D) = IJ R E dD A ,J D), where 
A,(D)= XED 
1 
oo:x= f R”FD”x 
II=0 1 
= {x E D, : lim R”D”x = 0} 
n-m 
(where, as before, F is an initial operator for D such that FR = 0); 
(ii) the space of D-paraanalytic elements P’(D) = U RE dD PA.(D), 
where 
PA,D= {XED ra: lim R”FD”x=O}. 
n-cc 
Proof The proof that A,(D) (respectively PA.(D)) is (R, up R)-perfect 
for all R E Ye, follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.3(i) (respec- 
tively 4.3(i)) of the author’s paper [2] in the case of Banach space over @ 
and R E QN(X), if we apply Theorem 1.1. Then Definition 1.2 immediately 
implies (i) and (ii). l 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space over % 
and DE R(X). Suppose, moreover, that X is a Leibniz D-algebra with unit, 
i.e., 
D(xy) = x Dy + y Dx for all x, y E dom D. (1.9) 
Let F be an initial operator for D corresponding to a continuous right inverse 
R. If F is multiplicative then R is almost quasinilpotent on ker D. 
Proof Condition (1.9) implies that e E ker D. Since F is multiplicative 
(i.e., F(xy) = F(x) F(y) for all x, y E X), we have 
R”z = zR”e for all z E ker D, n E No 
(cf. formula (6.2.11) in [AA, p. 3841 in a more general case, namely when 
F(xz) = ZFX for all x E X, z E ker D. Here we have F(xz) = F(z)(Fx) = ZFX 
for Fz=z ifzEkerD). Then for all I~Ev,R, zokerD, nEN, we get 
1”R”z = ;l”zR”e = zl” 5, where g= Re 
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(cf. the author and von Trotha [ 11, also Theorem 6.2.2, in [AA], where we 
use the multiplicity of F and the assumed property FR = 0). This implies 
that A”R”z + 0 as n + cc for all J E vgr R, z E ker D, i.e., R E AQN(ker D) 
(cf. Example 8.1.l(ii) in [AA] for Banach spaces). 1 
Recall that any element 0 #x E ker(D - AZ), 1 E 9, is called an exponen- 
tial for D (cf. [AA]). 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space over 9, 
D E R(X) and R E 9, is almost quasinilpotent on ker D # {O}. Then for every 
AEV~RR: 
(i) Exponentials are of the form x1 = eAz, where z E ker D, ;1 E v9 R, 
eA=(Z--AR)~‘z. Moreover, x~ED,. 
(ii) We have 
eyz = (I- AR)-” z 
n+m-1 =- 
m-l > 
A”R”z for zEkerD,mEN (1.10) 
and 
ker(D - U)m = (I- AR)-“’ ker D” = e’J ker D” for mefV. (1.11) 
ProoJ (i) Let 1 E vgc R. Then, by Theorem l.l(ii), we have 
(I-AR)-‘z= f 1”R”z for zEkerD. 
II=0 
Thus elements x1 = e,z = (I- AR)- ’ z are well-defined. Moreover, 
(D - AZ)x, = D(Z- A.R)x, = D(Z- 1R)(Z- AR)-’ z = Dz = 0. Hence xI are 
exponentials. By definition, Dx, = De,z = le,z = ilx,. By an easy induction 
we obtain D”x* = ;l”xl for all n E N, i.e., x1 E dom D” for n E N. This implies 
that x~ED,. 
(ii) Theorem l.l(iii) immediately implies (1.10). It is easy to verify 
that (D- nZ)m = Dm(Z- AR)“’ for all m E N, 1~ 9 (cf. [AA, for- 
mula(3.13)]). Hence for AEU~R, zEkerD, mEN, k=O, l,..., m-l, 
(D -AZ)“’ e;“Rkz = D”‘(I- AR)“’ (I- AR)-“’ Rkz = D”Rkz = Dm-k~ = 0. 
Since ker D” = ( Rkz: k = 0, 1, . . . . m; zEker D}, we obtain (1.11). [ 
Elements of the set 
S= u kerD”=lin{Rkz:zEkerD),kENo}=P(R) (1.12) 
nsN 
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are called D-polynomials and the set S is independent of the choice of an 
R E %$ (Proposition 2.4.3 in [AA]), i.e., if R # R, E BD then P(R,) = P(R). 
Denote by E(R) the set of exponentials for given D E R(X), R E .B,, : 
E(R) =lin{e,z = (Z--AR)-’ z:zEkerD,lEuFRR,orA=O}. (1.13) 
Here we admit: e, = I. The subspace E(R) is independent of the choice of 
an R E W, n V(X), i.e., if R # R, E %?D n V(X) then E( R, ) = E(R). The 
proof is the same as that of Proposition 2.3.4 in [AA, p. 981. Also, we have 
E(R)= u ker(D-AZ). 
i E u,p R 
Clearly, by our definitions, 
kerDc 
S 
E(R) 
cD,cdomD. 
2. SHIFTS INDUCED BY RIGHT INVERTIBLE OPERATORS 
To begin with, we recall 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a linear space. Let F = C or 9 = OX By A( [w) 
we denote any (additive) substructure of reals. Suppose that DE R(X), 
ker D # {0}, and F is an initial operator for D corresponding to an R E gD. 
A family sap)= cMheA(W) c L,(X) is said to be a family of R-shifts if 
&=I, 
k hk-j (2.1) 
S,RkF= 1 - 
j=. (k-j)! R’F 
for all hEA( kE N, 
(cf. [AA, Chap. 5, Sect. 8.21). 
We shall list without proofs properties of R-shifts: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.1 are 
satisfied. Then 
ShRkZ= i cRjz 
j-0 (k-j)! 
(i) for zeker D, hEA( 
hk 
FS,R*Z=~Z 
In particular, Shz = z, i.e., R-shifts preserve constants. 
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(ii) For all h E A( Iw, R-shifts are uniquely determined on the set P(R) 
of all D-polynomials (cf formula (1.12)) and Sh D = DS,, on P(R). 
tiii) shl + h2 =Sh,Sh2 on P(R) for h,, h,EA(IW). This implies that 
{sh)h,z4(R, is a semigroup (group) with respect to superposition of operators, 
provided that A( Iw) is a semigroup (group). 
(iv) Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally convex space 
and ‘A(R)= iSh)heA(R) is a strongly continuous semigroup of R-shifts. If A 
is an infinitesimal generator for SaCnJ then 
DI PW~=AIPW (2.2) 
(See [AA, Proposition 5.2.1, Theorem 52.1, Proposition 8.2.21.) 
Now we shall introduce D-shifts in the case when a right inverse R under 
consideration is not necessarily a Volterra operator. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.1 are 
satisfied. A family SaCRI = (Sh}hGACRj c L,(X) is said to be a family of 
D-shifts if 
&=I 
S,,(Z-AR))’ F=eLh(Z-AR)-’ F forall hEA([W),,IEo9RR, 
(2.3) 
i.e., S,e,F= eAhe;,F, where eA = (Z-AR))‘. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.1 are 
satisfied. Then 
(i) Shej.z=e”hej,z for all he A((W), IEU~R, z~ker D, (2.4) 
in particular, S,z = z, 
FS,, e,z = elhz forall hEA([W),IEv9RR,zckerD, (2.5) 
S h, + h2 = sh, sh2 on E(R)forh,,h,EA(IW) (2.6) 
(the set E(R) of exponentials is defined by formula (1.13)), hence SACW, is a 
semigroup (group) with respect to superposition of operators. 
(ii) For all h E A( [w), R-shifts are uniquely determined on the set E(R) 
and ShD = DSh on E(R). 
(iii) Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally convex space 
and x4(R) is a strongly continuous semigroup of D-shifts. If A is an 
infinitesimal generator for SaCwj then 
DI ,x(R) = AImq. (2.7) 
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The proof follows the same lines as the proofs of Proposition 5.2.4 and 
5.25, Theorem 5.2.6, and Proposition 8.2.1 in [AA], since we used proper- 
ties of D-shifts (provided that RE V(X)) for each 2 separately. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space, 
DE R(X), ker D # {0}, F . ts a continuous initial operator for D corre- 
spond@ to an R, Saciwj = {Sh),,eAcRj is a family of continuous R-shifts (resp. 
D-shifts), and P(R) = X (resp. E(R) = X, i.e., the set V~ R is “rich” enough). 
Then the canonical mapping K defined as 
cc= ix h (hL/i~nj> wherex^(h)=FS,xforxEX,hEA([W)) (2.8) 
is an isomorphism: ker K = (O}, so that K separates points. In particular, 
X h = y ^ tf and only ifx= y. 
Proof. For R-shifts this theorem is proved by Theorem 8.2.1 in [AA]. 
For D-shifts the proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 8.2.2 
in [AA]. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and formula (2.2) together imply 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally convex 
space, D E R(X) is closed, ker D # { 0}, F is a continuous initial operator for 
D corresponding to an R E B?p, SaClw, = {S,},, ACRj is a strongly continuous 
semigroup (group) of R-shifts (resp. D-shifts), and P(R) = X (resp. 
E(R) = X). Then 
(i) D is an infinitesimal generator for SACIW,, hence dom D = X and 
S,D=DS,ondomDforallh~A([W). 
(ii) For all t E A(IW) we have 
(Dx)^ (t)=-$x”(t) for x E dom D (where x A is defined by (2.3)), 
(2.9) 
(Rx)^ (t)={ix”(t)dt, (Fx)” (t)=x”(O) for XEX, 
so that 
d f 
tcD=-tc, 
dt 
uR= K, 
f 
tcFx= KX[,=~ for XE X. (2.10) 
0 
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorems 8.2.4, 8.2.5, and 8.2.7 in 
[AA]. The following theorem generalizes Theorem 8.2.7 in [AA]: 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space ($7 = @ 
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or 9 = [w), DE R(X), ker D # {0}, REB~ is almost quasinilpotent on 
kern and h(W) = {ShlheA(R) is a family of continuous R-shifts. Then 
D-sh$ts coincide with R-shifts. 
ProojI Let h E A(R), A E uF R, z E ker D be arbitrarily fixed. Then, by 
Theorem l.l(ii) and Definition 2.1, 
SheAz = S,(I- AR)-’ z = S, 1 A”R”z 
= f A”S,R”z 
?I=0 
=zo(Foyj lkRkz= f eLhlkRkz 
k=O 
= eAh 5 lkRkz = eAh(Z- AR)-’ z = eiheAz. 
k=O 
This means that Sh is a D-shift, which is (by assumption) continuous. 1 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 lead us to the following 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally 
convex space, D E R(X) is closed, ker D # { 0}, and F is a continuous initial 
operator corresponding to a right inverse R almost quasinilpotent on 
ker D. If ‘A(R) = &)hoz4(tR) c L,(X) is a family of continuous operators 
satisfying condition (2.1) (or, equivalently, condition (2.3)) then S,, are said 
to be true shifts. 
An immediate consequence of this definition and Theorem 2.4 is 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satMe SAcIWj = {Sh)ksa(w) is a strongly continuous semigroup (group) of 
true shifts, and either P(R) = X or E(R) = X. Then D is an infinitesimal 
generator for SACW,. Hence dom D = X and S,D = DS, on dom D. 
Moreover, formulae (2.9), (2.10) are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally 
convex space, D E R(X) is closed, ker D # (0). Suppose, moreover, that X 
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is a Leibniz D-algebra with unit e and F is a multiplicative initial operator 
for D corresponding to an R E %?D (cf: Theorem 1.2). Then 
(i) D-shifts coincide with R-shifts, i.e., are true shifts. 
(ii) A.(D) = {XE D v3: x=Cnmco (g”/n!) FD”x}, where g= Re. 
(iii) For all ilEv9RR, zEkerD 
Shej,z=zeA(R’+he), where e* = f $ for xeX (2.11) 
n=O . 
(and this last series is convergent). 
Proof (i) By Theorem 1.2, the right inverse R under consideration is 
almost quasinilpotent on ker D. Hence, by Theorem 2.5 and Definition 2.3, 
D-shifts coincide with R-shifts. This and our assumptions together imply 
that these shifts are true. 
(ii) This has been proved in the author’s paper [Z, Theorem 7.3(i)]. 
(iii) Let h E A([W), 1 E vF R, z E ker D be arbitrarily fixed. Put g = Re. 
Since R”z=z(g”/n!) for all n E No (cf. Theorem 1.2) we get 
Shej,z = sh(z- AR)-’ z = Sh f A”R”z 
n=O 
=zej,h f Iz” gk 
kzok! 
= Ze;.heei.g = zei(g+ he) = Zel(Re+ he) 
(cf. Example 8.1.1 and Exercise 8.1.3 in [AA] for Banach spaces). 1 
Note that the element Re plays the role of an argument. Indeed, in the 
classical case Re is an indefinite integral from function x(t) z 1: Re = 
j:, 1 . dt = t. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space (over 
9), D E R(X), F is an initial operator for D corresponding to an R E 9n, and 
PhlhEAW is a family of continuous R-shifts. Then 
(i) The series c,cO (hj/j) Djx is convergent for all XE A,(D), 
he A([W), and 
Shx=ehDx= f EDjx 
j=Oi! 
forall ~EA,JD),~EA(IW). (2.12) 
(ii) Zf F and R are continuous then ehDxE A.(D) for all he A([W), 
XE A,(D), i.e., ehD maps A.(D) into itselffor all he A([W). 
Proof: Since Djx~ A.(D) for all XE A,(D), je N, (cf. the author [Z, 
Theorem 3.1]), we have for all h E A( aB) 
S,,x=S,, f R”FD”x= f ShR”FD”x 
R” -‘F D” -‘DJx 
co 
=jgo; 1 R”FD”“x=J~o;D’x. 
’ m=O . 
This last sum is, by definition, ehDx. 
Suppose now that F and R are continuous. Let XE A.(D) and h E A@) 
be arbitrarily fixed. Then 
F R”FD”(ehDx)= F R”FD”J~o~Djx 
PI=0 n=O 
= f h' f R"FD"(Djx) 
j=O j! "-0 
= jzo F Djx = ehDx, 
which means that ehDx E A,(D). 1 
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An immediate consequence of this theorem and Definition 2.3 is 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satisfied and {Sh}hEaClwj is a family of true shifts. Then 
S,,x=ehDx forall hEA([W),xEA,(D), (2.13) 
where ehDx is defined by (2.5), and ehD maps A,(D) into itself for all 
he A@). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let X be the space (s) of all sequences (xn} c B with the 
coordinate-wise convergence. Clearly, X is a complete linear metric locally 
convex space. Consider for {xn} E X the operators of forward shift and 
backward shift: 
Dbn> = {xn+,), WJ = CL13. 
We admit here and in the sequel: x,_~ = 0 if n <k. Clearly, D E R(X) and 
R E gD. We have proved (cf. Example 3.5 in the author’s paper [Z]) that 
(i) A,(D) =X, hence R E V(X); 
(ii) the series C,“=, lkRkz is convergent for all 1 E 9, z E ker D; 
(iii) exponentials are of the form x2 = c(An-‘} for c, 1 E 8; 
(iv) D-shifts coincide with R-shifts. 
Note that ker D = (c{6,,}: c~9} and that the initial operator F 
corresponding to R is of the form F{x,} =x,(6,,). By (ii) we have 
lim k+m lkRkz = 0 for all z E ker D. Hence R E AQN(ker D). The operator F 
is continuous. Hence the set ker D = FX is closed. This and the continuity 
of R together imply that D is closed. Finally, by (iv) and Theorem 2.6 
conclude that R-shifts S, are true shifts and for all h E A@), {x,} E X and 
sh{xn} =ehD{Xn) =,toF DJ . Ixn+jl 
Similar results can be obtained for weighted difference operators, i.e., 
operators of the form D{x,,} = {x,+, -p”x,}, when {p,} c9 and either 
all pn # 0 or all pn = 0 (cf. the author [3, Sect. 51, where a characterization 
of Volterra right inverses for such operators is given). 
An extension of R-shifts to the complex domain, i.e., to the case when 
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h E C, has been given recently by Binderman [l-3]. Using his results we 
can prove, for instance, that Six = Px for x E A R(D) (provided that all 
assumptions of Corollary 2.3 are satisfied). 
3. STABILITY OF SOLUTIONS TO LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We shall show some applications of notions introduced in Sections 1 
and 2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric space 
(5 = Iw or 9 = C), DE R(X), ker D # {0}, F is an initial operator for D 
corresponding to an R E .G@~, and (S, } hP a(wj is a family of continuous 
R-shifts (respectively a family of D-shifts). An element x E X is said to be 
R-stable (respectively D-stable) if lim, _ +m S,x = 0. An element x E X is 
said to be (F, R)-stable (respectively (F, D)-stable) if 
lim FS,x = 0, i.e., lim x h (h) = 0. (3.1) n-cc n-m 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satisfied and { Sh}he A(Rj is a family of true shifts. If lim, _ + o. S,x = 0 for 
an XE X then x is said to be stable. If x satisfies condition (3.1) then F is 
said to be F-stable. 
It should be pointed out that the F-stability ((F, R)-stability, (F, D)- 
stability) is, in a sense, a local stability, as a stability induced by an initial 
operator. 
Immediate consequences of these definitions are: 
F~OP~SITION 3.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 3.1 are 
satisfied. Let F be continuous and let XE X. 
(i) Zf x is R-stable then it is (F, R)-stable. 
(ii) Zf x is D-stable then it is (F, D)-stable. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satisfied, F is continuous, and x E X. Zf x E X is stable then it is F-stable. 
The converse statements are, in general, not true. However, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 2.4 are 
satisfied. Then an element x E X is R-stable (respectively D-stable) tf and 
only tf x satisfies condition (3.1). 
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The proof follows immediately from the fact that the canonical mappings 
separate points. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satisfied and {Sh}hGACiWj is a family of true shifts. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x is stable; 
(ii) x is F-stable; 
(iii) condition (3.1). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 3.1 are 
satisfied and F is continuous. Then D-polynomials are not R-stable. 
Proof Let x be a D-polynomial, i.e., there is an n E N such that 
D”x = 0. This implies that 
n-1 
XE 1 RkZk, where zO, . . . . zNP, E ker D. 
k=O 
By definition of R-shifts we find for h E A(W) 
n-l n-1 
ShX=sh 1 Rkzk= 1 skRkZk 
k=O k=O 
n-l k 
Thus S,,x +O as h+ +oo. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 3.1 are 
satisfied and F is continuous. Then for all A E v9 R exponentials xi. corre- 
sponding to 1 are D-stable tf Re II < 0 and are not D-stable otherwise. 
Proof Let 1 E uF R. By Theorem 1.3(i), if xi is an exponential, i.e., an 
element of ker(D - AZ), then xi. = e,z, where z E ker D, ej. = (I- AR)-‘. By 
definition of D-shifts, Shej,z = elheiz for h E A(IW). Thus lim,, m She,z = 
(lim ,,+,eLh)e,z=OifandonlyifReA<O. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 3.1 are 
satisfied, A( IF!) = Iw, and F is continuous. Zf x is S,-periodic, i.e., S,x = w for 
an CO E [w, then x is not R-stable (respectively D-stable). 
Proof By definition ~“(h)=FS,,x=FS,,S,x=FS,+,x=x~(h+co) 
for all h E II& hence x h is an o-periodic function. This implies that 
x A (h) +O as h + + co. By Proposition 3.1, we conclude that x is not 
(F, R)-stable ((F, D)-stable). Hence x is not R-stable (D-stable). i 
An immediate consequence of Propositions 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 and 
Definition 2.3 is 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 3.2 are 
satisfied and {S,,}hEaClwJ is a family of true shifts. Then 
(i) D-polynomials are not stable; 
(ii) SW-periodic elements are not stable (provided that A([W) = Iw); 
(iii) exponentials xi, are stable tf and only tf Re 2 -C 0 (A E vgF R). 
LEMMA 3.1. Write 
pO(t)=e-’ f p(iJj~ for p(t)Ea[t]. (3.2) 
j=O 
Then p’(t)EF[t]. 
Proof Write 
Then 
a,(t) = t” for nEN. (3.3) 
q(t) for n E NJ,, crz(t) = 1. (3.4) 
Indeed, for all n E N 
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=e-Q$o(;o(;)kj); 
=tE (“)(e~f~okj~)=t~o(:)ap(t). 
j=O J 
In particular, we have 
a:(t) = taz( t) = t, a~(t)=t[a~(t)+a~(t)]=t(t+ 1), 
a:(t) = t[ai(t) + 2ay(t) + a;(t)] = t[ 1 + 2t + t(t + l)], and so on. 
The recurrence formula (3.4) leads to the conclusion that all at(t) E @[t]. 
Now let p(t) E 9 [t] be arbitrarily fixed. Then p(t) is of the form 
p(t)= 2 PYt” for some pO, . . . . pN E 9, NE N,. 
V=O 
By formulae (3.2) and (3.3), we get 
po(t)=e-’ F. P(i)$= e-’ f ( t PJ)~ 
j=O "=O 
00 
f i’s= 1 zw3t) Ey[tl, 
j-0 ’ “=O 
as a linear combination of polynomials. [ 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Definition 2.3 are 
satisfied, {Sn)hsacRj is a family of true shifts, and P(t) E gR[ t]. Then 
x E ker P(D) is stable if and only if all roots of the polynomial P(t) have 
negative real part. 
ProoJ If P(t)EF,,[t] then, by (1.3), 
P(t) = tM fi (t - tj)‘l, 
j=l 
where M > 0, tj # ti for i # j, 0 # tj E vS R, rj > 1 (i, j = 1, . . . . n). Any element 
of ker P(D) is then of the form 
x= i 2 (Z-tjR)-mzj,,,+Pw~l, 
j=l m=l 
(3.5) 
where zj,,, E ker D (m = 1, . . . . rj; j= 1, . . . . n) and PM-, is an arbitrary 
D-polynomial of degree at most M- 1. We admit: PM- 1 = 0 if M= 0 
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(cf. [2]), i.e., if P(0) # 0. By Corollary 3.2(i), D-polynomials are not stable, 
i.e., x defined by formula (3.5) could be stable only if PM-, = 0. Thus, in 
order to prove our theorem we must examine elements of the form 
e’Jz=(Z-AR)-“z, 
where AEV~R, zEker D, me N. 
Let h E A(R), A E v,R, z E ker D, m E N, be arbitrarily fixed. Our 
assumptions and formula (1.6) together imply 
She?+’ z=S,(Z-AR)-‘“+“z 
= - f (mm’n) ~nS,;o&Rkz 
?I=0 
=-z, $k(mm’n)+&Rkz 
= -z, cjto (,m,;:+:,;! 7) lkRkx 
= kzo An&h) AkRkz, 
where we write 
&k(f) = -’ f c?mk(j)j<? 
m! j=. hktt)= ii W+j+ t) (m, ke No). (3.6) v=l 
Since all q&(f) E F(t), Lemma 3.1 implies that 
where q~k(t)eF[t] (m, ke No). 
Hence 
She: + lz = f A,,(lh) lZkRkz = 2 eLh f qtk(Lh) IkRkz, 
k=O k=O 
Since all qik( t) are polynomials, we conclude that lim, _ + o. S,e’J + ‘z = 0 if 
and only if Re A< 0. m 
D. PRZEWORSKA-ROLEWICZ 
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